
If you Want to Look Better, Wooden
Display Cabinet Will be a Good Choice

Are you in the market for a display cabinet to use in your home or retail stores?  With
extensive selections of display cabinets to choose from, it is so hard to find one that suits
your needs and preferences. If you want classic, durable, and stylish and most of all
reasonable display cabinet, look no further than the wooden display cabinet.

You can keep your essential and most valuable stuff inside a stunning and stylish
wooden display cabinet in an ordered manner. There are wooden display cabinets that come
with a glass display that allows you to showcase your interesting items in your living room,
bedroom, and kitchen and stores as well. Mainly, the base of this cabinet is made of 80
percent wood while the rest is made of glass. However, you can customize the wooden
display cabinets according to your taste and needs.

Wooden Display Cabinets for High-End Stores

Wooden display cabinets are utilized in high-end retail stores. Aside from keeping your
products organized and in proper order, it also enhances the looks of your store, which
attracts clients. More clients mean more sales. Having a clean and organize display gives
your customer the guarantee that you are offering or selling great products. However, you
have to take time looking for the best kind of wooden display cabinet to obtain your aims of
showing your items in a classy manner.

Wooden Display Cabinets for Living Room

Wooden display cabinets are not just ideal in retail stores, but in your home as well. Do
you love to collect stuff like a figurine, chinaware, antiques, and many other expensive
items? If so, you can keep them safe and sound inside durable wooden display cabinets.
Wooden display cabinets have lots of compartments to store your stuff accordingly. Wooden
display cabinets are available in various styles and sizes, but the small wooden display
cabinet is a better choice for interior design to place.

https://www.displaystandsupplier.com/products/OEM-ODM-customized-magnetic-logo-wooden-flooring-display-cabinet-for-VSOP.html


Easy to Maintain

Wooden display cabinets are made of high quality timber, so it only needs little
maintenance. To keep its shiny look, just wipe it using a damp cloth. However, extra care
must be followed to prolong its life.

Make Your Place Looks Stunning

Wherever this kind of cabinet is placed, it gets an extraordinary feel of style as well as
glamour to be it in your store, office or home.  Your guests or clients will be attracted easily
to your home or store when you set this cabinet up. With other types of display cabinet,
sometimes we do not find things without putting a label, but with wooden display cabinet, it
will be so easy for you to find the items you want.

Conclusion

Buying the right wooden display cabinet to showcase your products and personal stuff
is a good choice since it is safe and very stylish. Wooden display cabinets are available in
various styles.  We are one of the best China wooden display factory.If you want to
personalize or customize wooden display cabinets, please feel free to call us.  We can
produce your design wooden display cabinets for sale.

Product Description
Product Type drinks display cabinet supplier
Product Name 3 Tiers double sided wooden flooring display cabinet for drinks
Model No. DT-WDF3
Size 408x310x1495mm or customized
Main material Wood
Color White,Black,Red,Etc.
MOQ 100PCS
Thickness 9~18mm
Sample time 7~12Days
Production time 25~30 Days
Surface Finished Powder Coating/Painting/Chrome
Process cut-bend-shape-polish-painting-packing
Delivery Terms EXW,FOB,CIF

https://www.displaystandsupplier.com/products/OEM-ODM-Design-3-tiers-wooden-wine-display-cabinet-for-store.html


Payment Terms T/T:30% Deposit+70% Balance before shipment, PayPal, Western union or
negotiable

Packing
Wrap by plastic film for waterproof
12KG 20MM EPS foam for anti-drop
K=K Double layers brown carton suit for any shipment











Why Choose US

With more than 17 years striving,Detron display grew to be a experienced and skillful
crafter in POP industry who is your solution of any acrylic display with a full set of custom
made service and logistic standby.



If you have any question,welcome to Contact us.

https://www.displaystandsupplier.com/contact-us.html

